
We got the chance to speak with Beth this spring about her transition from a
full-time art teacher in a community impacted by community violence to settling
down in Baltimore, MD with her spouse and becoming a full-time artist. Hearing
about Beth's past leading up to her current work with analog collage was
refreshing, as it's always insightful to learn how an artist has taken different
routes along their path to practicing art as a profession. As we all can assume,
it can't be easy. But in speaking with Beth, it was apparent how tough the
decision was for her to leave the realm of educating students about art to
practicing it as a career.  



Beth Holladay's analog collage pieces call to mind a nostalgic, 1950's pastel
world with deeper undertones of political commentary. We at Brooklyn Art
Library are suckers for vintage style ephemera and fell in love with her work.
We spoke with Beth about her process for developing each collage piece, how
her work has transitioned over the years and what her advice is for a first-time
Sketchbook Project participant.

Could you tell us a little bit about yourself as an artist? How you started
in this field and what you focus on at this point in your career? 

I majored in graphic design and photography in college, and ultimately returned
to school to study Art Education, with the dream of becoming a high school
graphic design teacher. 

As a high school art teacher, I maintained a limited studio practice while
devoting myself to a school whose challenges included the trauma of



community violence, generational poverty and homelessness. I saw the role of
art education as critically important to transforming and empowering the lives of
my students. I met teenage artists with so much passion, creativity and drive, it
inspired me and kept me going. I fell in love with my students and they became
my family. I met community partners who helped to create opportunities for
students to explore careers in the arts. I also experienced the pain of losing
students to gun violence, the instability and constant turnover of staff and
leadership, and my own anxiety, depression, and sheer exhaustion.

Last summer, I reluctantly left my job and followed my spouse to Baltimore,
Maryland. The choice to leave was wrought with heartache for me. I had
internalized my frustrations and the mental health toll of teaching as proof that I
needed to be a better teacher. My new location afforded me some time to
pause before jumping back into the classroom. In the intensity of my
displacement, while grieving the loss of my home and community, art making
became an immediate and critical way for me to process and reflect on my
pain. Instead of returning to the classroom, I made the choice to continue my
own work in the studio. I didn’t know where that would lead, and I was certainly
filled with self-doubt, but I kept working through my apprehension.

Gradually, this choice has evolved into something I couldn’t have envisioned
and didn’t believe I deserved. I feel so grateful for the ability to focus all my
energy on art making, and my current goal is to create a community focused art
making and gallery space here in Baltimore.

You used mixed media collage for your sketchbook. How do you procure
these pieces and what inspires you to gather and use them? Could you
tell us about the different inspirations or thought processes you went
through, or a story about a certain spread in your sketchbook?

As a college student, my studies in graphic design and photography led me to
explore abandoned buildings, old signage, and vintage ephemera. I found
midcentury textbooks at thrift stores, and even a roll of old engineering
blueprints, stained and faded, that appealed to me. Eventually I fine-tuned what
I looked for in old magazines and books such as certain styles of illustration,
and particular years where the colors were printed in a certain way.

I created my sketchbook while teaching, in the middle of winter - a challenging
time for me to stay creative. I took a couple of neglected thrift store books and
old magazines off the shelf and let myself play. That play quickly turned into a
desire to say something about my internal world and current events. One
spread, for instance, depicts the statue of liberty turning away from a polar bear
as an attempt to comment on our country’s response to the refugee crisis. 
 
We at Brooklyn Art Library are in love with your vintage-style ephemera
and the feeling your pieces give us. Can you tell us a bit about your
process in creating work and how you settled on your specific "look" of
analog collage?  
 

I start by flipping through pages – often sitting in the middle of the floor, and
tearing/cutting out images, colors, patterns and text that appeal to me. My



criteria at the beginning is purely based on momentary personal preferences of
color palette or mood. With my piles collected, I sort. Sometimes provocative
combinations appear quickly in the midst of sorting, and demand to be grouped
together. Others sit in large flat-file drawers, categorized by subject. If I’m
particularly in love with the image, I tape it to the wall in front of my desk.

I go back and forth between sequential, intentional narrative-based work (often
intensely tied to my own experiences, conflicts or current events) and more
lighthearted found meaning. Both approaches leave me arranging and
rearranging until I feel a sense of harmony or clarity. Sometimes this happens
over the course of a day, sometimes over a week. Recently, I’ve been
arranging my work into mini zines, printing and assembling them by hand. 
 

What recommendation would you give to an artist who can't decide on a
theme for their book? Or are overwhelmed by the idea of sticking to one
type of medium or "look" for their sketchbook? 
 
I think the pressure of a theme or the desire to create a uniform look can
interfere with the authenticity and playfulness of making something for yourself.
While audience matters, and clarity of expression is important, I find it freeing to
get to work on speaking to myself first. I also think that asking yourself a
leading question, finding an inspirational quote, reflecting on an important
memory, or responding to an artwork you love can be a helpful jumping off point
for beginning your sketchbook.  

https://sketchbookproject.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=35ce5c0c4ef364d3ea13db67c&id=87a24fb77c&e=257f49b022


How do you see your collage evolving over the next few years/what are
your goals for your work? 
 
I see myself continually experimenting with surfaces and source images,
playing with scale, and continuing work on small zines and books. I am inspired
by collaborations with fellow artists, and have enjoyed the comradery of being a
member of an international collage collective called Versus,
(www.versuscollective.com) 
 
You can check out Beth's art at www.BethHolladay.com and ww
w.society6.com/beefholiday. Follow her on Instagram @beth_holladay_art.

Have you joined The Sketchbook Project VOL. 14? We
extended our FREE shipping through 7/15!

Ready to submit a sketchbook? Click here
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